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STEEL-CRAFT PRESENTS THE CARRIAGECRAFT SERIES.
A garage is more than just a garage; it protects the biggest opening in your house. That’s why a Steel-Craft
door is built to stand up to whatever life throws at it. With embossed wood grain panels built from Canadian
steel, a patented WeatherLock system and elegant hardware, the CarriageCraft series is proof that all garage
doors are not created equal.
WEATHERLOCK

CLIMACORE

DURAWARE

Our patented system overlaps the interior
and exterior skins, keeping moisture out
and extending the life of your door.

We have the highest quality insulation
between the panels which provides higher
R-Value, better strength and consistent
protection from the elements.

Every Steel-Craft component is made by
Steel-Craft. Track, hinges, and rollers are
made to handle our weather.

THE DOOR WITH MORE.
A personalized Door Designer awaits you at Steel-Craft.ca

100% CANADIAN
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Epicor is proud to serve over 700 Canadian lumber,
building materials and hardware businesses with Epicor
business software and POS systems.
With sales, service and support offices throughout
Canada, and vendor relationships with RONA, Home
Hardware, Castle, Tim-BR Mart and Sexton Group, Epicor
is committed to helping you improve profits and customer
service to give your business a competitive edge.
No matter what size your lumber or hardware business
––whether you’re one of our valued long-time customers
or looking into the advanced Epicor Eagle, BisTrack and
Catalyst systems for the first time –– our professionals
have the solutions that will inspire your company to
achieve real results.
Contact us today at 888.463.4700
lumber@epicor.com

“We added another branch, and we didn’t
add any head office support. Epicor BisTrack
software helps us work so efficiently that
we simply absorbed that work.”

D’Arcy Quinn, VP
Moffatt & Powell | RONA

© Epicor Software Corporation 2012. Epicor, Business Inspired, the Epicor Logo, BisTrack,
Catalyst and Eagle are registered trademarks or trademarks of Epicor Software Corporation.
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WHAT DOES YOUR
COMPETITION LOOK LIKE?
Michael McLarney, EDITOR

H

ardware and building materials may be
one of the oldest retail segments in this
country. Think about it. Your roots are
firmly established in the general stores that served
Canada’s earliest settlers more than a century ago.
Today’s home improvement dealers are the modern
generalists. You sell stuff that goes into building
and furnishing a house, and depending on your
niche, into accessorizing and outfitting that home.
Because of that generalization, however,
you have lots of competitors. And as your
business has evolved, so have your competitors’. So, what does your competition look
like today?
Your competition certainly looks like the specialty retailers that have encroached on your
business over the years: existing retailers like
Ikea and the Williams Sonoma and Benjamin
Moore that have found home enhancement
products to fit in with their own assortments.
It also looks like the growing ranks of newcomers, including banners coming up from the U.S.
like Lumber Liquidators, West Elm, and Target.
Your newest and perhaps most challenging
competition come from the online players.
Amazon.ca, Indigo.ca, Shop.ca, and myriad others don’t have the overheads of bricks and mortar. With cost advantages that often span the
borders, these new competitors are real threats
to traditional dealers. Can you compete online?

If you’ve a strong niche in your store, then
chances are you can carve that niche online,
as well. I met a dealer recently who did more
than $100,000 in LBM sales online. No one
was more surprised by this success than
he was.
Your competition also looks like U.S.
retailers that attract Canadian customers.
Cross-border shopping is a perennial draw
for consumer dollars, made more so by recent
federal rules that have raised daily shopping
limits considerably. Companies like Menards
are making it easier than ever for Canucks to
shop south of the border. They regularly flood
cross-border markets such as Sault Ste. Marie,
ON, and Southern Manitoba with weekly flyers, and will deliver the order, once it clears
customs, right to the customer’s door.
Your competition has many other faces, of
course—ranging from modular home builders to some vendors that sell direct to your
builder and contractor customers.
It’s important to recognize your competitors. But it’s more important to understand—and exploit—the strengths of your
own business. Then all these competitors,
wherever they might come from, will have
less of an impact, and hardware and building
materials dealers will continue flourish into
the next century.

mike@hardlines.ca

www.hardlines.ca
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Quarterly Business Conditions

Retail Conditions –

3Q 2012
Confidence among
dealers responding
to our third-quarter
Business Conditions
Survey reflects a
stabilized economy
with expectations of
long-term growth.
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P

assing the halfway point in 2012,
retailers and vendors both experienced a leveling out of the
downturn they faced during the recession and then the optimism that followed,
according to the HARDLINES Business
Conditions Survey, done in conjunction
with NRHA Canada.

STAFFING
Changes in employees are a great bellwether of overall economic conditions. In
2Q 2012, we saw increases in the number of
employees for both retailers and vendors,
showing the optimistic recovery expectation after many quarters with decreasing
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staff. For 3Q, staff increases slowed. A
year ago, 14.6 percent of vendors and 7.4
percent of dealers expected increases in
the number of employees, and by the last
quarter (2Q 2012), these expectations had
increased to 33 percent for vendors and 37
percent for retailers.
However, in the third quarter of 2012,
a majority of vendors (63.6 percent) and
retailers (67.4 percent) were expecting their
number of employees to remain the same,
with only 22.2 percent of vendors and 18.6
percent of retailers expecting no changes in
their number of employees. The employment increases from last quarter slowing
down shows that the market is stabilizing.

www.hardlines.ca

THIRD quarter

Busine s s Conditions
Retailers: 3Q sales 2012 vs. 2011

33.7%
SAME

46.5%
UP

19.8%
DOWN
Retailers: Do you expect sales to
increase during the next 6 months?

20.0%
UNSURE

33.7%
SAME

46.5%
UP

49.4%
YES
30.6%
NO

19.8%
DOWN

The importance of staffing can be seen
in what issues retailers identify as the most
salient. For the first three quarters of 2012,
staffing has consistently topped the dealers
list of issues and this quarter is no different, with 21.4 percent of retailers
identify20.0%
ing staffing as their top issue.
UNSURE

46.5%
UP

OUTLOOK FOR THE COMING YEAR
When compared to last year, vendors’
expectations for improvement have
increased significantly, with 68.4 percent
30.6%
expecting sales to increase
in the next six
NO
months and 78.4 percent expecting sales
to rise over the next 12 months. However,
when compared to the second quarter

www.hardlines.ca

of 2012, sales expectations have risen in
the short term since 56 percent expected
increases in the next six months in the
second quarter.
For dealers, business conditions have
stabilized compared to last year, and
they appear more optimistic about their
sales increasing in the long term, as 61.6
percent expect an increase in the next 12
months
versus 49.4 percent expecting an
49.4%
increase
within the next six months. That
YES
marks a definite improvement from last
year in the third quarter, when 34.3 percent of retailers expected an increase in
sales in six months and 57.5 percent in
12 months.

Retailers: Do you expect sales to
increase during the next 12 months?

20.8%
UNSURE

14.0%
NO

Hardlines Home Improvement Quarterly

61.6%
YES
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Busine s s Conditions

third quarter
Vendors: Do you expect sales to
increase during the next 6 months?

Vendors: 3Q sales 2012
vs. 2011

26.3%
SAME

12.2%
UNSURE

26.3%
SAME
51.5%
UP

22.2%
DOWN

19.4%
NO
51.5%
UP

51.5%
UP
22.2%
DOWN

12.2%
UNSURE

19.4%
NO

12.2%
UNSURE
19.4%
NO

68.4%
YES

68.4%
YES

Vendors: Do you expect sales to
increase during the next 12 months?

10.3%
10.3%
10.3%
UNSURE
UNSURE
UNSURE
11.3%
11.3%
11.3%
NO
NO
NO
68.4%
YES

78.4%
YES

Source: HARDLINES Quarterly Business Conditions Survey

Vendors: Top issues in the third quarter
Increased raw material/shipping costs 29.8%
Increased retailer demands

29.8%

Falling consumer confidence

19.9%

Housing market

20.5%

Retailers: Top issues in the third quarter
Staffing

22.3%

Increased competition

20.1%

Customer retention

15.5%

Training

14.4%

Expanding products

10.4%

Succession

8.6%

Adding new services

8.6%

NEW PRODUCTS
Retailers are offering more new products this
quarter (60.5 percent), up from last quarter
(57.4 percent) but down from 3Q 2011 (64.8
percent). Vendors have consistently increased
their offerings with 67.4 percent offering new
products this quarter up from 63.5 percent
last year and 65.4 percent last quarter.
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CONCERNS
When asked what both retailers and vendors were concerned about, both groups
identified the rise of online retailing as one
of their biggest concern. With 20.3 percent
of vendors and 27.9 percent of dealers concerned, the hot button issue of switching
to online has clearly impacted the entire
industry. With Lowe’s, Home Hardware,
and RONA all improving their online presence and even developing apps for easier
shopping, it’s no wonder that online retailing tops the list of concerns.
Vendors identified higher raw material
and shipping costs and increased retailer
demands as their top issues, with 29.8 percent of those surveyed identifying each issue
as their top concern. Other issues include
falling consumer confidence (25.5 percent)
and the housing market (20.8 percent).

COMPETITION SOUTH OF THE BORDER
Both vendors and retailers identified competition from south of the border as a major
concern. Throughout 2012, there have been
many American companies entering or
expanding closer to Canada (see The Year
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in Review in this issue). Walmart had an
unprecedented rate of openings in October,
Lowe’s tried to buy RONA, and Menards
continues to encroach on the Canadian
border. These are just some of the examples of why both vendors and retailers are
worried about the presence of American
retailers. For 3Q, 25.7 percent of vendors
and 21.9 percent of retailers identified the
increase presence of U.S. retailers as their
biggest concern.

CONCLUSION
Most of the top issues and concerns have
remained consistent for much of 2012.
Growth increases in the next 12 months
are expected as the economy continues to
normalize. The housing sector has had high
sales (mostly of condominiums) throughout 2012 but this is expected to slow in
the coming years. However, more families
deciding to stay in their current dwelling
and renovate could increase sales for retailers and vendors. Compared to the third
quarter of 2011, modest growth is apparent, not just in this quarter but throughout
2012 thus far.

www.hardlines.ca

78.4%
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“When we joined Home, we knew our hardware sales were going to improve,
but what surprised us was the strength of the LBM division. With over 30
years of industry experience, our LBM Regional Buying Office has been
great in helping us source products and make the right purchasing
decisions. In fact, with Home there’s an expert in place for every aspect of
the business. We’re just happy we didn’t wait any longer.”
Conrad Leblanc
Tediche Home Hardware Building Centre
Cap-Pelé NB

Find out how
you can benefit
by joining Home –
visit home-owner.ca
or talk to one of us.
Dunc Wilson,
National,
519.498.1302
Kevin MacDonald,
Atlantic Canada,
902.368.1620
Luc Martin,
Quebec,
819.357.0203
Andrew Parkhill,
Alberta,
British Columbia,
604.751.3853
Georgette Carriere,
Ontario,
Manitoba,
Saskatchewan,
519.501.5988

Watch Conrad tell his story
online at home-owner.ca

28337_HHIQ_ConradLeblanc_EN.indd 1
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INDUSTRY GROWTH

EXPECTED TO

STAY SLOW
While 2012 was a year of positive but
relatively slow growth for most dealers,
the year ahead promises continued
growth, but at a slower rate.

C

onditions in 2012 got off to a healthy
start with housing starts recovering and weather co-operating to
drive sales. However, conditions did not
remain consistently robust across the
country through the remainder of the
year. According to Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corp., the country faces a “moderating” trend in housing starts over the final
quarter of 2012 and into 2013. Forecasted
starts for 2012 will be 213,700, dropping to
193,600 in 2013.
Therefore, HARDLINES has forecast
overall growth of two percent in 2012 and
slower growth of less than 1.5 percent
in 2013, reflecting slowing in housing
starts and mixed consumer confidence as
Canada’s employment level grows slowly.

12
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HOUSING MARKETS SLOW
After the middle of the year, single starts
began to slow. For 2012, they are expected
to sit at 83,600, and drop further to 82,500
in 2013. Through to the end of the third
quarter of 2012, housing starts had been
driven by multiple starts, many based on
pre-sales from as far back as 2010. Multiple
starts are forecast to be up a healthy 16.6
percent for the year. However, given that the
number of pre-sales in 2012 has dropped, a
lower output of large, multi-unit projects is
expected in 2013.
Sales of existing homes through the
Multiple Listings Service peaked in the
first quarter of 2012 and slowed down in
the second quarter. On an annual basis,
however, existing home sales are expected

www.hardlines.ca
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M AR K ET REP ORT

RETAIL SEGMENT ANALYSIS

to drop slightly in 2012 to 457,400, rising
by less than one percent to 461,500 in 2013.

RENOVATION SPENDING
Following the recession, consumers continue to focus on smaller home improvement
projects. Alterations and improvements,
as opposed to maintenance and repairs,
continued to account for a large portion
of renovation projects in 2012, especially
among DIY customers. After a good start
to 2012, activity is mixed across the country.
And because housing starts are forecast to
decrease in 2013, and sales of existing homes
will remain almost flat, renovation growth
is not expected to increase much next year.
In addition, an anticipated improvement
in unemployment levels, forecast to be up
1.1 percent in 2012 and up 1.9 percent in
2013, will become increasingly supportive
of some improvement in renovation spending in 2013.

HOW RETAILERS ARE COPING
Faced with continued slow growth, large
retailers have slowed their expansion plans.
In addition, the industry has witnessed a
focus on smaller stores.
Home Depot Canada has not opened
any new stores in two years. RONA has
decided that the big box format has reached
its zenith, and is now focusing on smaller
“proximity” stores (35,000 square feet),
while closing or downsizing almost two
dozen of its big boxes outside of Quebec.
The only chain that is actively opening
stores is Lowe’s Canada, and even it is feeling the pinch of “over-storing,” as seen by
its attempt last year to buy RONA. Lowe’s
originally planned to open up to 10 stores
annually. While it opened seven stores in
2011, it only opened one in calendar 2012.
Appearing to buck the trend, many Home
Hardware dealers in recent years have been
building large destination stores, typically
on the edge of the local town, replacing,

www.hardlines.ca

Forecasts for housing activity in 2012 & 2013
Total Housing Starts (units)

2010
Actual

2011
Actual

2012
Forecasts

2013
Forecasts

189,930

193,950

213,700

193,600

210,800216,600

177,300209,900

83,600

82,500

82,20085,000

75,10089,900

130,100

111,100

128,600131,600

102,200120,000

457,400

461,500

449,200465,600

433,300489,700

365,100

370,500

Forecast Ranges
Total Single-detached Houses

92,554

82,392

Forecast Ranges
Total Multiple Housing Units

97,376

111,558

Forecast Ranges
Residential Resales

446,485

457,958

Forecast Ranges
Average Residential Resale Price

339,060

364,514

Source: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp.

Industry growth forecasts for 2012 & 2013
Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Sales

$39.08

$40.92

$40.29

$39.12

$39.18

$40.01

$40.81

$41.38

6.3%

4.7%

-1.5%

-2.9%

0.2%

2.4%

2.0%

1.4%

y-o-y change

2012 (fc) 2013 (fc)

Source: Hardlines Retail Report 2012-2013

displacing, or, in some cases, working
together with a smaller Home Hardware
in the centre of town. Stores in Gananoque
and Picton, ON, are examples of this trend.

CONCLUSION
Regional prosperity, supported by natural
resources, has buoyed markets in Northern
British Columbia, Alberta’s oil patch and
Saskatchewan’s potash fields in the west,
and Newfoundland’s economy is thriving in the east. But other markets, espe-

cially Ontario, which accounts for almost
one-third of the retail home improvement
industry, and Quebec, which makes up
about one-quarter, continue to grow at a
much more moderate rate.
With housing activity expected to be
softer in 2013, and job uncertainty and
the slow-to-recover economy of the U.S.,
consumer confidence is further expected to
remain tentative. These factors all support
our forecast of modest industry growth in
2013 of less than 1.5 percent.
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NewsRoundup
O F T H E H O M E I M P R O V E M E N T I N D USTR Y

Visit Hardlines.ca for breaking news in the Home Improvement Industry

The news of Robert Dutton’s departure
came just days after RONA turned in
weak third-quarter results and followed
a battle to ward off a takeover by
Lowe’s Cos.

DUTTON’S DEPARTURE MARKS
END OF AN ERA FOR RONA

R

obert Dutton, president and CEO of
RONA since 1992, left the company
abruptly in November. The news of
his departure came just days after RONA
turned in weak third-quarter results and
followed a battle to ward off a takeover by
Lowe’s Cos.
Dominique Boies, executive vice president
and CFO, has stepped in as acting CEO.
The board has hired the firm Korn/Ferry
International to find a successor to Dutton.
Dutton joined RONA in 1977. And even
by the time he became CEO in 1992, he
could not speak a word of English. But that
was just one of the obstacles he overcame as
he pushed his dream to build Canada’s largest home improvement retailer, one that, in
his own words, would provide Canadians
with jobs, and one that would become a role
model for corporate sustainability.

14
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Under his direction, RONA expanded
beyond its original Quebec market, and
became the largest home improvement
retailer in the country, with combined sales
from all points of sale exceeding $6 billion.
RONA’s consolidated sales during that time
increased from $450 million to more than
$4.8 billion and RONA’s network of stores
grew from fewer than 500 affiliated dealers
to more than 900 outlets that range from
corporately-owned and franchised to affiliated independents.
When RONA went public in 2002, Dutton
found his dedication to his dealers and their
customers tested by a commitment to raise
value for shareholders. This divided loyalty
came to a head when Lowe’s made a bid for
RONA’s shares. While a tempting offer for
shareholders, Dutton perceived that ownership by Lowe’s would threaten the solid-

Hardlines Home Improvement Quarterly

ity of RONA’s Canadian infrastructure, a
notion that he abhorred.
Just weeks after Dutton’s departure,
RONA issued an update to its strategic
priorities, emphasizing a focus on core
competencies. These include the disposal
of “non-core assets” to free up cash. These
could include some of its big boxes and
other under-performing locations.
RONA’s three priorities are: to leverage
the strengths of its core businesses; grow key
customer segments through a more compelling value proposition; and unlock the profit
potential of a simplified business model.
According to Boies, the acting president
and CEO, “RONA has grown through a series
of strategic acquisitions to expand its footprint, consolidated the market to introduce
scale, and developed various store formats to
support its leading position in Canada.” That
growth, however, meant putting a lot of different companies together that have different
operating platforms, inventory systems, and
even SKU numbers. These new strategic priorities are expected to address those issues.

www.hardlines.ca

Knowledge is Power. Stay in the know every single week with HARDLINES. Subscribe online at Hardlines.ca

TRUSERV GARNERS NEWSMAKER
AWARD FOR NEW BANNER

W

hen TruServ Canada launched
the TRU banner for hardware
and home improvement dealers,
it backed the brand with a full program
of support services.
And it earned the company this year’s
Newsmaker of the Year Award. The award
was presented at the 17th annual Hardlines
Conference in Toronto in October.
Under new ownership by RONA,
Winnipeg-based TruServ Canada decided
a year ago to re-focus as a truly Canadian
company serving the independent dealer.
It started by ending its license agreement
with the True Value Company in the U.S.
Then, a series of focus groups and discussions with its dealers helped TruServ
pinpoint their values and priorities.
With the combined resources of RONA
and TruServ’s marketing teams behind
it, the company re-emerged with the
TRU banner.
TRU has been further supported by
new websites for each retail format, but
TruServ also developed a range of support services for all independent deal-

ers, regardless of their affiliation. These
range from affordable flyer programs to
enhanced, customized online services.
TruServ’s sales territories were redefined and assigned to existing district
managers who were already taking care
of TRU bannered dealers. They are now
charged with dropping in on RONA
affiliate dealers as well to explain the
range of products and services available
to independents.
Those services include new e-catalogues, enhanced websites by both
RONA and TruServ, round-the-clock
tech support, and access by independents to RONA’s in-store sales reporting
support—“all kinds of things that give
dealers the opportunity to access information when they need to.”
On accepting the award, TruServ
Canada president Bill Morrison spoke
proudly of TruServ Canada’s achievements, and its distinctly Canadian heritage. “We value community and partnerships. At TRU, we treat our partners the
way we want to be treated.”

BRIEFLY
CANADIAN TIRE STORES UP
SLIGHTLY IN THIRD QUARTER
The acquisition last year of Forzani
Group has been good to Canadian Tire.
Consolidated sales for the giant retailer in
its third quarter were up 8.0 percent and
consolidated revenue increased 4.6 percent
to $2.8 billion in the quarter as a result of
the inclusion of revenue from FGL Sports,
while Marks, financial services, and petroleum all helped the numbers, as well. Sales
at Canadian Tire Retail increased 0.3 percent while same-store sales declined by 0.2
percent in the quarter.

RONA’S THIRD-QUARTER
REFLECTS TOUGH CONDITIONS
RONA recorded Q3 net income of $33.1 million before unusual and non-recurring items,
down from $47.8 million a year earlier. The
$14.7 million drop was attributed to lower
margins on building materials, “and to the
deterioration in the renovation and construction market across the country.” Consolidated

Under new ownership by RONA,
Winnipeg-based TruServ Canada
decided a year ago to re-focus
as a truly Canadian company
serving the independent dealer.

revenues for the third quarter were $1.34 billion, down 0.8 percent. For the nine-month
year-to-date, consolidated revenues rose to
$3.69 million, up 1.5 percent over 2011.

CANAC JOINS TORBSA
PHOTO: Callum Pinkney

The dealer-owned buying group TORBSA has
added the giant Quebec chain Canac to its
membership. The move will expand significantly the group’s presence in Quebec.
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NewsRoundup

CHALIFOUR GIVES ACE
BRAND A BIG PUSH

Nearing 50th,
Castle says
recruitment
paying dividends
Castle Building Centres has been on
an aggressive recruitment campaign
to attract dealers that align with the
group’s mandate—to support independents and their own banners rather
than a national brand.
The campaign, launched in the third
quarter of this year, has been paying divi-

Randy Martin of Chalifour Canada says they now have 8,000-plus Ace SKUs to
make sure their dealers don’t have to go anywhere else for what they want.

dends, says the group, which reports that
online traffic to Castle’s recruitment site
has increased 300 percent as a result of

T

he Ace brand continues to get a
big push by Chalifour Canada, as
evidenced by the presence of some
2,500 Ace SKUs at the latest Chalifour
Retailer Buying Expo, held in Montreal at
the end of October.
“We’ve now got 8,000-plus SKUs to fill the
gaps in our inventory and make sure our dealers don’t have to go anywhere else for what
they want,” says Randy Martin, vice president

of merchandise for Chalifour Canada.
Andrew Allen, senior vice president of
Chalifour Canada, says the Ace brand is in
growth mode, one that reflects the long-term
supply arrangements Chalifour holds with
Ace in the U.S. through its Global Sourcing
division in Shanghai. He adds that there are
now 133 fully branded Ace dealers in this
country, in addition to 340 fully branded
TIM-BR MART dealers.

promotional and advertising efforts. The
campaign has touted Castle’s three tenets:
transparency, freedom, and profits.
As it prepares to celebrate 50 years in
existence in 2013, Castle is also reaching record numbers. Where historically
its membership hovered around 225,
its ranks have swelled to almost 300.
“I think 2013 will be our most successful year,” says Ken Jenkins, president of

Home Depot’s first RDC planned for early 2013
Home Depot Canada is building its first “Rapid
Deployment Centre.” These RDCs, as they’re
called for short, already play an integral part
in the retailer’s supply chain in the U.S. There,
they’ve been replacing smaller distribution
centres, but with a twist—they don’t warehouse product.
Instead, RDCs act as flow-through facilities
to get product sorted and forwarded directly
to the stores. Home Depot Canada sees the
new structure as an important way to reduce
the costs of getting products from suppliers
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to store shelves.
Home Depot has 18 RDCs in the U.S. and
the two planned for Canada would complete
the network. The first will open in Vaughan,
ON, north of Toronto. A second site is being
planned for Western Canada.
The new Vaughan location is expected to
open by January 2014. It will be 657,600
square feet in size, the equivalent of about
12 football fields. It will house more than 200
shipping and receiving doors and process
400,000 cartons per week.
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Castle Building Centres. That success,
he notes, will be measured, “in terms of
new member traction, purchase volume
increases, total member growth, and
rebate payments.”
Those purchases, by the way, are
expected to be up by 14 percent over
2011. “Despite a flattening of the
industry mid-year, Castle kept growing
thanks to dealer recruitment.”

www.hardlines.ca

RONA WILL ROLL OUT
FIRST CONTRACTOR STORES
LATER THIS YEAR

R

ONA’s new-format store that
focuses on its contractor customers may only be in the test stage
right now, but the company sees room for
up to 60 locations for the new concept.
Called “Contractor First by RONA,”
the new store format is being launched
in two versions, as a stand-alone outlet
and as a store-within-a-store in select big

BRIEFLY

HBC FLOATS IPO
Hudson’s Bay Company set a share price
for its initial public offering, but it’s lower

boxes. Two pilot stores, in Calgary and in
Edmonton, were to have soft openings in
December, with grand openings planned
for March 2013.
Stores that have been identified to
switch to the new banner will get support
from RONA’s head office, and be paired
with a dedicated marketing program to
support the new pro network.

than originally stated. The company will
float almost 21.5 million common shares
at $17 per share worth about $365 million. That falls short of the company’s
original target of $400 million. The
offering will consist of 14.7 million common shares, which aims to raise about
$250 million. That will be used by HBC to
lower debt. A secondary offering will float
almost 6.8 million common shares, worth
about $115 million. Based on the offering
price, the company’s market capitalization will be $2.04 billion.

SEARS CUTS LOSSES
IN THIRD QUARTER
Despite a drop in sales, Sears Canada
Inc. did manage to cut its loss in half
for the first three quarters of 2012.
The mass merchant reported total revenues for the third quarter of $1.04
billion, down 6.8 percent from $1.11
billion a year earlier. Same-store sales
dropped by 5.7 percent. But it did manage to cut its net loss for the quarter in
half, to $21.9 million. Total revenues for
the 39-week year-to-date were $3.00
billion, down 7.7 percent. Same-store
sales decreased by 6.4 percent. Net
earnings for the nine months reached
$61.3 million, a turnaround from a net
The two “Contractor First by RONA” pilot stores, in Calgary and
in Edmonton, have grand openings planned for March 2013.
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loss of $91.3 million.
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NewsRoundup

PRAIRIE SHOWCASE TO
MOVE TO CALGARY IN 2015

BRIEFLY

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
John

Jobin,

vice

president

of

merchandising for Canadian Tire’s
“Fixing and Playing” business, is no
longer with the company. Before
he left, he had been working on the
reorganization of Canadian Tire’s
hardlines businesses and a recent
re-positioning of the company’s key
proprietary brand, Mastercraft, as
part of the company’s efforts in 2012
The Prairie Showcase and Convention, which has been in Saskatoon
since its inception, will try out the new location and new facility—
the BMO Centre—to accommodate the growth of the event.

T

he Western Retail Lumber Association has announced it will move its
venerable buying show, the Prairie
Showcase and Convention, to Calgary in
2015, 2016, and 2017. The show, which has
been in Saskatoon since its inception, will
try out the new location and new facility—the BMO Centre—to accommodate
the growth of the event.
One of the largest shows of its kind in
Canada, it features some 650 booths and
more than 265 exhibiting companies.

However, the show’s booth space is regularly sold out, leaving a waiting list of vendors that wish to get in.
“As this event continues to expand, not
only in size but in relevance and scope,
it made sense to bring it to Calgary,”
said Gary Hamilton, president of the
WRLA. “This event is an integral part
of the WRLA and enables our members
to effectively compete and grow their
business in a rapidly changing business
environment.”

to fortify what it believes are its core
competencies.
TORBSA Limited has hired Ken Pompey
as business development manager.
The move marks an important evolution of the building materials buying
group, which has historically been
content to keep a low profile — and
a limited membership. With Pompey
on board, the group joins the ranks
of many other groups and banners in
Canada that see active dealer recruitment as vital to long-term growth.
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HOME HARDWARE PROGRAM
SUPPORTS YOUNG DEALERS

Daniel Rioux’s role at TIM-BR MART

A group of Home Hardware dealers, all under
the age of 40, returned recently from a leadership and management retreat in Las Vegas.
The 32 participants in the Young Leaders
group, who came from Home Hardware
stores across the country, spent two days
in the classroom with Kevin Graff of Oakville,
ON-based Graff Retail, a retail-training agency.

now responsible for sales manage-

first Quarter / 2013

Graff customized a leadership and management program for the delegates’ own
stores. Outside of the classroom, the group
spent time in social and team building events.
The Young Leaders program was an initiative conceived within Home’s training and
education department. This is the second
year that the group has gone on a retreat.
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GROUP has been expanded to include
Ontario sales management. He is
ment in both Quebec and Ontario. The
Quebec and Ontario territory managers, Ontario sales support specialists,
and Quebec inside sales will all report
to him.
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PrimeSource Canada is now a proud distributor of USP, one of
the most recognized and trusted names in structural connectors.

Together
We Connect
Canada
A reputation you can trust.

PrimeSource Canada has been a reliable partner for Canada’s
building industry since 2007. We have six distribution centers
across Canada, and staff each one with Canada’s building experts.

Brands you can trust.

We carry a full assortment of building materials from industry
leaders, such as USP. Plus, we’re your only source for the complete
Grip-Rite®, Pro-Twist® and Lily® proprietary product lines.

A team you can trust.

You can rely on our trained, professional sales staff to give you the
latest new products, custom programs, competitive pricing, and
timely delivery. We serve a wide variety of customers, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

lumberyards
STAFDA dealers
drywall supply yards
concrete and construction supply yards
roofing wholesalers
home improvement centers

To learn more about PrimeSource Canada or to become a
dealer, call 800-676-7777. Or visit primesourcebp.com.

ProductSpotlight
BY JON STOLLER

Bosch PR011 Plunge Base
Designed to expand the versatility of the popular Bosch Colt Palm
Router. The smooth plunge action lends precision and control, and
a clear sub-base allows woodworkers to see their cuts at all times.
Ideal for slot cuts, decorative band, wood inlay cuts, and more.

Coswick Hardwax Oil
Coswick Hardwood Inc. claims its new flooring finish is
organic, eco-friendly, and hypoallergenic. Made from wax
of the Carnauba palm tree and other natural components,
Hardwax Oil is a natural flooring solution. Also resistant
to moisture and temperature fluctuations.

Task Autorewind Cable Reel
Task Tools has introduced an electrical accessories
program called Task by Designcord. One product is the
Autorewind Cable Reel, which can store an extension
cord without tangles. Rather than mounting the cable
reel on a rotating hub that can get tangled when devices
are still plugged in, the Autorewind CableReel has
patented fixed sockets that don’t rotate when unwinding.

Paramount Gel Fuel
This ethanol-based formula from JR Home Products is EcoLogo certified for
environmental leadership. Paramount Gel Fuel burns with no smoke or soot,
making it suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Organic, and free of contaminates
such as lead, petroleum, and harmful chemicals.
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Product Spotlight

MAAX Adjustable
Shower Door
When walls aren’t plumb or a
mistake’s been made in measuring,
the Olympia Pentangle Shower Kit
from MAAX accommodates those
mistakes with a patented adjustable
shower-door hinge that can be
adjusted to fit the shower entrance.

SBC Cedar Shingle Installation Tool
The SBC tool helps speed up installation of both eastern white
cedar shingles and western red cedar shingles. The tool eliminates
the need for nailed boards that can damage shingles.

A. Richard Sanding Tool
The A. Richard No-Dust Sanding Kit
eliminates dust from surfaces during
sanding. The kit includes a no-dust sanding
tool, a hose to connect to the vacuum, and
a sanding sponge with a pivot adaptor.

Delta Kitchen Faucets
Five new designs offer a sleek style
for the modern kitchen, and expanded
functionality for today’s home chefs. The
Touch2O Technology turns the faucet on
or off with a touch from a hand or arm,
helping to conserve water, and keeping
it free from dirty fingers.

www.hardlines.ca
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NEWs SPOTLIGHT

F LE

AMIDST BIG CHANGES,
RONA BOARD FACES
NEW CHALLENGES
With its long-time CEO gone, RONA is trying to re-invent its business with new
store formats and careful marketing to a new generation of consumer. But that
consumer remains reluctant to spend—and RONA’s shareholders are far from
unanimous in their support of the board.

T

he departure of long-time CEO
Robert Dutton from the helm of
RONA inc. came after a number
of executive changes over the previous two
years. Pierre Dandoy was executive vice
president of retail operations until the end
of 2010. Jean-Luc Meunier, formerly senior
vice president of business development, left
exactly a year later. Claude Bernier, considered by many to be Dutton’s right-hand,
retired as head of marketing and innovations and bought a chain of bicycle shops.
And Normand Dumont, who had headed
up RONA’s buying team since 2004, stepped
aside in August to take the impressive, if
somewhat vague, title of vice president, sustainable development.
With Dutton gone, the board turned to
relative newcomer Dominique Boies, who
had joined as executive vice president and
CFO barely a year earlier, to serve as interim
CEO as well.
He’s certainly got his hands full. Ever
since the shakeup, some shareholders
have been demanding even more changes.
RONA’s second-largest shareholder is
calling for a brand new slate of directors
to replace the company’s current board
after disappointing third-quarter results
and an aborted takeover bid by Lowe’s
Cos. Invesco, a Toronto investment firm,
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welcomed Dutton’s ouster but wants to take
the transition further in a special shareholders’ meeting.
But RONA’s board of directors made a
pre-emptive strike by announcing the date
for its May annual general meeting six
months out. Since directors will face reelection at the AGM, the move by law precludes any other meeting before that for the
same purpose, according to RONA.

“

Lowe’s wants to accelerate
Canadian expansion
Even as fallout from the unsuccessful
Lowe’s bid continues to reverberate through
the ranks of RONA’s shareholders, the
rebuffed Mooresville, NC-based retailer
remains keen to expand in Canada.
Chairman and CEO Robert Niblock has
stated publicly that the big box retailer
would like to create critical mass here by
adding new stores, including different formats, as well as through acquisition. While
he would not comment specifically on
another RONA bid, he did say his company
would wait until debate dies down around
the removal of the RONA board.
Lowe’s has already told HARDLINES that
it is working on a small-store format for
Canada, as it looks for ways to increase its
presence in markets that would not necessarily support a full-sized box store. While
it indicated that the rollout of such a store is
imminent, Lowe’s would not give an exact
date for the launch.

Lowe’s has said it believes that a
combination of Lowe’s and RONA makes
business sense and would create
significant value for all stakeholders.
Despite this manoeuvring, the issue
continues to pit the company’s ambitions
as a public company against its popularity
with its merchants, who remain generally
favourable to Dutton’s leadership and supportive of the existing board. Invesco is still
outflanked in shares by Caisse de depot,
Quebec’s public pension group, which
has around 15 percent of the company’s
stake, while member merchants more or
less match Invesco for shares at just over
10 percent.
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Lowe’s has also said it is interested in
developing dealer-owned stores, as it has
done in Australia. There, it is building
big boxes of its own, but has also purchased,
through a joint venture with Australian
retail giant Woolworths, a smaller wholesaler with affiliated dealers of its own.
The parallels to a potential RONA acquisition are undoubtedly compelling to
Lowe’s—and only add more credence
to continued interest in a future RONA
takeover.
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CREATIVITY
PLANOGRAMS EXECUTION

SHELVES MAINTENANCE

IMPROVED STORE VISUAL

ODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS l
SHELVES MAINTENANCE

PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS
BRINGING
YOUR
MERCHANDISING
BRINGING YOUR
MERCHANDISING
STRATEGIES FORWARD
STRATEGIES
FORWARD
RDTS is a Canadian leader in terms of
representation and merchandising in the retail
industry. It currently employs over 300
merchandising experts through out the country.
With six offices across Canada, 25 warehouses
and a fleet of trucks, RDTS guarantees a national
coverage for all your in-store needs.

In addition, RDTS is proud to be certified ISO 9001:2008

OFFERING
BESTPRACTICES
PRACTICES
SATISFY
OFFERING BEST
TO TO
SATISFY
YOUR
HIGHESTEXPECTATIONS
EXPECTATIONS
YOUR HIGHEST
Recently, RDTS earned the renewal of its ISO certification
for a third consecutive year. This time, it has been
granted for three years during which RDTS will keep on
receiving expert recommendations on a regular basis!
RDTS carries out strict control over its daily operations in
order to optimize its protocols and satisfy its customers.

Contact
us confirms
today:that
1 888
The ISO certification
renewal
RDTS385-7387
has taken another step
towards
achieving its goals!
www.rdts.ca
LEARNING SESSIONS

PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS

PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS

ComplexD
CANADIAN
DISTRIBUTORS
FACE SLIMMER
MARGINS AND
TOUGHER
COMPETITION
THAN EVER
BEFORE.
IS THERE
ROOM FOR
EVERYBODY?
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xDistribution
BY John Caulfield

C

ompetitive alliances forged by
Canadian distributors and buying groups in recent years appear
now to be paying major dividends. Those
arrangements—which included RONA’s
purchase of TruServ Canada, TIM-BR
MARTS’ acquisition of Chalifour
Hardware, and Castle Building Centres’
partnership with Memphis, TN-based
Orgill Inc., accentuated the inclination
toward consolidation that continues to
be the abiding dynamic within North
America’s distribution sector.

www.hardlines.ca

Mergers and alliances also give the companies involved a foundation for growth
at a time when business conditions in
Canada are expected to level off in 2013, as
uncertainties about rising domestic inflation, cooling homebuilding activities, and
lagging economies in the U.S. and China
make Canada’s own prospects harder to
predict.
“RONA’s acquisition of TruServ really
started to play out positively this year,”
says Bill Morrison, president of Winnipegbased TruServ Canada. The positive cur-
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rent between the two companies has flowed both ways, as TruServ
dealers increased their purchases in several building materials categories, “particularly decks, fencing and flooring,” says Morrison.
At the same time, RONA dealers “have taken advantage of our
strengths” in such categories as housewares and farm and feed.
In addition, both companies are benefiting mutually from
improvements in logistics and distribution.
This trend held true as well for TIM-BR MARTS Ltd., whose
members across Canada are “absolutely supporting Chalifour,”
says Tim Urquhart, TIM-BR MARTS’ president and CEO, who
spoke with HARDLINES in late October. During that conversation,
Urquhart noted that because they have ownership in the business,
dealers have a greater incentive to step up their ordering through
Chalifour, which saw its sales to TIM-BR MART dealers rise by
double-digit percentages in 2012.
And because these dealers can also buy hardlines directly
through TIM-BR MARTS’ relationship with the Spancan buying group, they have “the best of both worlds,” says Urquhart.
Particularly those dealers that, as market conditions have
remained volatile and competitive, are keeping a closer watch
on their stores’ inventories by relying more on wholesalers.

INFLATION DRIVES PRICE
INCREASES FOR LBM
As the housing market in the U.S. is finally healing after
five years of recession, inflation was inevitable in certain
building products whose manufacturers have been holding
the line on prices out of competitive necessity.
“Inflation is coming,” cautions Bill Morrison, president of
TruServ Canada, and it’s already arrived in categories like
lumber and roofing.
Even as Canada’s national inflation rate in 2012 was
running below two percent in 2012, according to the Bank
of Canada, Cam White, CEO of Taiga Building Products,
notes that lumber prices in Canada have been rising, in part
because China is currently absorbing about 25 percent of
the country’s production.
However, he also acknowledges that prices for some building products are still 25 to 30 percent below what they were a
few years ago, “so it will take a while for them to recover.”
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Since it struck its partnership with Castle in late 2010, Orgill,
the largest independent hardlines distributor in the U.S., has
been shipping to the buying group’s dealers in 10 provinces and
one territory, either directly to the stores and yards, via a thirdparty carrier or the dealer’s own truck fleet. It now claims to
make available 35,000 hardlines items to Castle’s membership
across Canada.

“

RONA’s acquisition of TruServ
really started to play out
positively this year.

”

Orgill doesn’t break out its Canadian sales, which are lumped
together with its distribution business in the U.S. But its total
sales in 2012 were running between nine and 11 percent above
the previous year, “when we also saw double-digit growth,” says
Ron Beal, Orgill’s president. “We’ve exceeded our initial plan”
in Canada, where “we’re as busy as we can be right now taking
care of Castle dealers.”
Orgill’s relationship with Castle is not exclusive to that buying group and leaves the door open for the American company
to explore other business opportunities in Canada. That’s why
dealers of all stripes have made their way to Orgill’s markets in
the U.S. to check out the assortments and programs available.
Orgill doesn’t sell under its own banner, choosing instead
to support independents who promote their own local brands.
However, “we’ve certainly tried to get our story out there,” says
Beal, primarily through trade advertising and presence at trade
shows, often in partnership with Castle. “Our name recognition
with Canadian dealers seems to be really good.”
Other American distributors have come to Canada only to exit
quietly a few years later, frustrated by their inability to figure
out Canada’s logistical challenges. Nevertheless, Beal believes
his company has shown its staying power. “I think we’ve gotten
past that,” he says.
He says Orgill has learned so far that the Canadian market
is not that much different from the U.S. “As there is no ‘U.S.
market,’ just a lot of regional and local preferences, that’s true
in Canada as well.”

Inflation looms for LBM distributors
On the whole, distributors that sell into the home improvement
arenas report that 2012 was a pretty good year for their companies. “Steady and decent,” is how CanWel Broadleaf ’s CEO
Amar Doman described his company’s performance, echoing
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how other executives characterized the year. And sales weren’t
always the impetus.
Take Taiga Building Products, the Calgary-based distributor
with 16 distribution centres and five reload centres in North
America. Through six months ended September 30, Taiga’s net
income jumped 39.4 percent to $9.7 million on revenue that
increased 15.5 percent to $625.4 million. Cam White, Taiga’s
CEO, attributes at least part of that sales gain to “price appreciation” in commodities.
Three of Taiga’s DCs are in the U.S. and the distributor is looking to add another in California. It is also doing business “in
places we thought we’d never be,” says White, including China
and South America. However, White is reserving judgment
on Taiga’s prospects in 2013, primarily because he thinks the
recovery of the U.S. housing market “is going to be a long haul.”
Consequently, he’d be satisfied “if we had a ’13 that’s like ’12.”
Through the first nine months of 2012, CanWel’s revenue
inched up by only one percent to $560.2 million. But net income
increased more than eightfold, to $9.4 million, and a lot of that
improvement can be attributed to a nearly $9 million reduction
in the company’s distribution, selling, and administrative costs.
“We’ve done our job reducing and consolidating our distribution,” explains Doman. “Our DCs’ utilization capacity is way up.”
CanWel is hopeful it can eventually expand into the U.S.
through acquisition. But Doman doesn’t envision much growth
for his company in 2013, and what it does achieve is likely to come
from existing customers. “We’re not getting carried away talking
about growth; 2013 will be flat. That’s what reality is telling us.”

“

”

Part of CanWel’s strategy entails keeping its inventory fresh. The
company typically adds one or two major lines per year, and most
recently it brought on engineered lumber from Boise Cascade,
which Doman anticipates will become a bigger category for his
company. CanWel also rolled out WALLDesign, a Canadian
manufacturer of interior wall solutions.
Indeed, distributors in general are using branded lines to
differentiate themselves competitively. For example, in late
October, Guardian Building Products signed a distribution
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Did you know that in addition to the Hardlines Home Improvement
Quarterly, the HARDLINES family of publications includes:

The Hardlines Market Share Report

We’re not getting carried
away talking about growth;
2013 will be flat. That’s what
reality is telling us.

DIFFERENTIATING BY BRAND

agreement with Fiberon, which makes composite and PVC
decking, to carry and distribute its products from its 50-plus
locations in North America, including Guardian’s dozen distribution centres in Canada.
A few weeks earlier, Bolton, ON-based AFA Forest Products, with
14 DCs in Canada, agreed to be the first national distributor to offer
Azek Building Products’ full line of trim, moulding, porches, rails,
and decking. “Azek products are closely aligned with our goal to
provide unmatched service in the distribution industry,” said John
Joubert, AFA’s allied regional sales manager for Western Canada.
AFA’s financial numbers “were all up appreciably” when it
ended its fiscal year on Sept. 30, says CEO Al Jack. His company
benefited from having its DCs in Kelowna, BC, and Saskatoon,
SK, open for a full year. AFA is looking to open two more DCs in
2013, although Jack wouldn’t reveal where.
Jack foresees some challenges ahead, though, not the least of
which being product availability, given how many lumber and ply-

This report includes sales by province
and region of every hardware and home
improvement retailer in the country,
crucial information about the market
share changes from the 2010/2011 data
presented in percentages and much more!

The Hardlines Retail Report
This is, quite literally, the big one! The
Annual Retail Home Improvement
Report features more than 170 PowerPoint slides with EVERYTHING you
need to know about the retail home
improvement industry in Canada.
For up to date information on all the HARDLINES reports and
publications visit www.hardlines.ca
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TruServ Canada

LBM DCs

Hardware
Distribution
in Canada
wood plants have closed over the past several years. He’s also concerned that the distribution sector is going through a dry spell during which “virtually no younger people have come in” as employees.
“So we’re always on the lookout for young people to hire.”

THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY
AFA’s future prosperity is also likely to hinge on the recovery
of the U.S. market, he says. “That’s going to have a big play in
Canada,” especially with housing starts in Canada projected to
drop by as much as nine percent in 2013.
China and the U.S. certainly loom large in the minds of most
LBM wholesalers trying to figure out how Canada’s economy will
fare. But TruServ’s Morrison—who is “cautiously optimistic”
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about 2013—also identifies three factors that his hardware distribution company can actually control to propel its growth.
One is making sure that the products made available to TruServ
dealers are competitively priced. A second is the “heavy investment”
that TruServ has been making in e-commerce and internet selling. And the third is dealer support. In 2012, TruServ doubled the
number of dealer reps it has in the field, to provide what Morrison
calls “a combination of high tech and high personal touch.”
When he spoke with HARDLINES in November, Morrison said
TruServ’s dealer count grew by 50 to a total of 750 in 2012. He’s
confident that there’s still plenty of room for further consolidation
among distributors in Canada, and that his company’s customer
and sales growth “are just beginning.”
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The Largest Dealer Support Team in Canada

Building business better, together.
We have the right business model and brand for the right Market.
The RONA business model is unique, only RONA offers such
a wide-range of business ownership. RONA is focused on the
needs of marketplace; the new Proximity model store offers
the best selection of hardware and LBM programs in the
industry. Our supply chain is unparalleled and offers a
range of choice for any business.
For more information 1-888-461-7662 ext. 1211

Today TRUSERV CANADA distributes to over
755 independent retailers across Canada,
oﬀering a simple solution to compete.
For more information 1-800-665-5085

Contractor FirstTM is a new banner and
exclusive store concept that allows dealers
to clearly state their commitment to serve
contractors in their market.
For more information 1-888-461-7662 ext. 1211

We support home-grown success by standing behind local businesses and communities!

Keeping it
BY MICHAEL McLARNEY

simple

Tim Urquhart heads up TIM-BR MARTS, Canada’s largest buying group.
And it owns Chalifour Canada, the hardlines wholesaler. We asked Tim
how he makes all the pieces fit.

T

ry figuring out how TIM-BR MARTS Ltd.
is organized. It’s the buying group
within a holding company that owns
its own hardware distribution company, with
other divisions that manage dealer services,
banner development, and LBM purchases. But
to Tim Urquhart, president and CEO of TIM-BR
MARTS, it’s actually pretty simple. “Our company is really a buying group with distribution,”
he says. “And the opportunity exists to do business with dealers that don’t have distribution.”
He’s quick to acknowledge that there
are other options out there, that RONA
and Home Hardware are integrated fullservice wholesalers supplying their own
network of dealers. But it’s that integration
that made him believe his buying group
needed their own distribution too, as a way
to provide an alternative for independents.
And because Chalifour is owned by the
TIM-BR MART dealers, there’s a payback
for supporting the company. Urquhart says
that’s just what his members are getting.
“TIM-BR MART dealers are absolutely
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supporting Chalifour, so we’re having
double-digit increases.”
But those numbers aren’t only due to
Chalifour’s integration. Urquhart says those
increases started before the acquisition of
the distribution company. “It began with
Spancan [the umbrella hardlines buying
group],” he says. “We’ve been doing that for
quite a while. So the front end has been part
of the dealers’ growth for some time now.”
In addition, growth has come from Chalifour’s evolution as a full-line distributor and
from growing acceptance among dealers. “We
are now able to offer product that replaces a lot
of regional distributors over time.”

HOLDING ITS OWN
Chalifour’s growth is also attributable in
part to keeping non-member dealers as
customers. And that means facing headon the challenges from a highly competitive marketplace. While TruServ Canada
now has the benefit of being part of RONA,
and Orgill has its partnership with Castle
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Tim Urquhart, president and CEO of
TIM-BR MARTS Ltd.
to help it build critical mass here, Chalifour has access to a strong pool of dealers
through TIM-BR MARTS’ membership in
the Spancan hardware buying group.
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Tim Urquhart
Spancan’s equal members are TIM-BR
MARTS, La Coop fédérée in Quebec, Federated Co-operatives in Saskatoon, and
Independent Lumber Dealers Co-operative (ILDC). ILDC in turn is something of
a “supergroup.” Its core of about 20 members represent some of the industry’s most
successful independent chains, including
Kent, Central, and McMunn & Yates. But it
also includes in its membership Federated
Co-operatives Ltd. and La Coop fédérée
as well.
At the heart of it sits Chalifour, as the
hardware supplier of choice for these
groups, along with direct ship deals. Urquhart says the arrangement works well for
Chalifour. “It’s a natural for Chalifour to
be a partner, so that’s working well.”
But like any wholesaler, despite their
apparently competitive affiliations, Chalifour needs to attract business from outside
the TIM-BR MARTS—and Spancan—
membership. For example, even though
Sexton Group and Delroc Industries both
left ILDC back in June (and in turn were no
longer part of Spancan), the dealers in those
groups remain important to Urquhart.
But, he notes, “We need to earn the business every day—whether they’re shareholders or not.”
Another group of dealers he wants to
keep working with is the Castle members,
he says. However, those relationships
remain at the individual dealer level, as
Castle’s head office is tied with Orgill.

GETTING ITS DISTRIBUTION
BUSINESS IN ORDER
While sales may be on the rise, the profitability of Chalifour has been questioned
by the industry since it was in the hands
of CanWel. But once again, Urquhart is
adamant. “Chalifour is profitable. Chalifour was profitable last year and it will be
profitable this year.”
He also takes the opportunity to clear
up some other misperceptions about his
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wholesale business, including how it’s
financed—which is not, he points out, on
the backs of the members. “Rebates are not
used as collateral for the bank. It’s owned by
the dealers.” TIM-BR MARTS went to the
bank (HSBC is the lender). “They gave us
100 percent financing, and then the dealers kicked in,” giving them some equity in
Chalifour, as well. That contribution was a
one-time thing, Urquhart notes. “And each
new dealer that joins must buy common
shares, although some dealers are asking
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how they can pay more money—because
it represents such a solid investment for
them,” Urquhart adds.
Because TIM-BR MARTS is dealer owned,
that decision to get into hardware distribution in the first place had to come from
them. According to Urquhart, that’s exactly
what happened. “The board insisted that we
had to get distribution fixed so we bought
CanWel Hardware. Every dealer says it was
the right move,” he insists. “And they said
we should have done it sooner.”

GROWING THE BUSINESS

While re-organizing and integrating Chalifour with TIM-BR MARTS’ overall business
has been a priority for president and CEO Tim Urquhart and his team, it reflects
just part of what the TIM-BR MART organization stands for.
At the heart of it, the buying group relies on the success of its members to grow,
along with the addition of new members. It’s made some good inroads with new
members of late, including new dealers in British Columbia and six new Ace dealers
in Quebec and Atlantic Canada.
But what TIM-BR MARTS is attempting to offer through Chalifour is not
restricted to TIM-BR MART members. In fact, he reveals that a new field team has
been put in place working out of Chalifour’s London, ON, office and distribution
centre. This team is not about recruitment, Urquhart points out. Rather, its
mandate is to help dealers grow their businesses through a range of available
services, including re-merchandising and updating of stores. Nor are these
services restricted just to TIM-BR MART dealers, but are available to dealers from
other groups, as well. “Quite frankly, we feel if we’re doing the right job for the
industry, they’ll make the right choice.
“It all starts with the retailer,” says Urquhart. “Making sure we have the right
price, having the right assortment and helping dealers with merchandising.”
While vendor negotiations become the arena for securing the right price, and
building up the Chalifour logistics network aims to offer the assortments that
work for dealers, in-store services out of Chalifour’s London, ON, distribution
centre have been developed to give dealers more than just product. A model store
has been built in the London facility that has become a lab for new merchandising
ideas and for developing new planograms.
The products on the shelf are further backed by research. “We’re going further
doing market analysis. We’ve been doing that for quite some time,” Urquhart adds.
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2012

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
COMPILED BY KATHERINE YAGER

And what a year it was. Consolidation, attempted takeovers, executive ousters,
and much more made last year one whose effects will be felt for years to come.

A

fter a hard year of falling sales and
tough economic conditions, 2012
began with a positive outlook that
things were improving. However, by the end
of January, things began to slow and retailers
began to realize that they were facing a tough
year ahead.

Expansion
Target
The year began with Target announcing its
first Canadian locations in January. With
plans to open at least 125 stores in Canada
in 2013, the looming threat of the American giant retailer foreshadowed much
of 2012. By July, Target had confirmed
the locations of its first Canadian stores.
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Each store will cost at least $10 million to
remodel and expects to employ between
150 and 200 staff.
Kent
Beginning in February, it was clear that
Kent was on an expansion track, adding
stores in Atlantic Canada through both
new sites and acquisitions. By the spring,
a store in New Brunswick and one in Newfoundland had opened, followed a few
weeks later by its first dedicated contractor outlet, in St. John’s, NL. With almost
40 stores in Atlantic Canada, it continued
its expansion plans right up to the end of
the year, including a store being built in
Prince Edward Island.
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Lowe’s Cos.
In March, Lowe’s announced it was examining the shift in world production and
developing a sourcing model that would be
less reliant on traditional Chinese suppliers. Canada was considered ideal for experimenting with dedicated distribution and for
testing products on a limited basis.
Menards
The expansion of Target and the new Lowe’s
strategy demonstrate that American retailers
are continuously playing more of a role in the
Canadian market. Menards, the third-largest
home improvement retailer in the U.S., is
also slowly encroaching on Canada. In June,
the privately-owned big box chain entered
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markets in Michigan and Ohio, a short distance from the Canadian border.
Walmart Canada
In October, Walmart got aggressive about
its presence in Canada as it announced it
would embark on the biggest month of
grand openings in its history. By the end
of the month, the company had completed
30 real estate projects, consisting of two
Supercentre conversions and 28 new stores
that were former Zellers locations. The 30
projects are part of 73 real estate projects
planned for the company’s fiscal year, which
will add a total of 4.6 million square feet of
retail space by Jan. 31, 2013.

T
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Technology

W

Home Hardware Stores Ltd.
In March, Home Hardware introduced a
mobile website and new apps for smartphones. The mobile site has a store locator
for the banner’s nearly 1,100 stores. Customers
can also search for some 60,000 products, get
local prices, view the current flyer, and create
a shopping list—all on their mobile device.
Shop.ca
This all-Canadian portal went live early in
June, giving Canadians the ability to choose
from more than 15 million products online.
That assortment includes a wide range of
garden, housewares, kitchen appliances,
and home electronics, plus power tools
and lighting.
RONA inc.
In September, RONA unveiled its new
website, plus a mobile app. The new www.
rona.ca site offers consumers a fresh look
and user-friendly interface, while featuring information that will help them in their
renovation or decoration projects—all
based on their personal interests. The site
also allows shoppers to evaluate and comment on some 30,000 products online and
share their experiences with other users.
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Consolidation
TIM-BR MARTS Ltd.
TIM-BR MARTS’ year began with the completion of its previously announced takeover
of IRLY Distributors. IRLY’s distribution
facilities, which had historically served the
group’s 40-plus members in British Columbia, plus independents as far east as the Prairies, became part of TIM-BR MARTS’ own
distribution business, Chalifour Canada.
Totem
In March, RONA announced that Totem’s
format is changing. Starting in 2013, the
stores will now fly the RONA banner. Totem
was one of the few—and one of the canniest—instances of RONA leaving the original company name intact after acquiring
it. Totem stores were the testing ground for
RONA’s new, smaller proximity model.

1
Millwork & Building Supplies
One of Canada’s signature independent chains joined RONA inc. in April.
In a move reminiscent of the affiliation
made by Moffatt & Powell, almost two
years later, Millwork, a six-store chain in
Southwestern Ontario, became an affiliate
member, and began converting all three of
its stores in markets east of Toronto to the
RONA banner.
Castle Building Centres Group
In May, the national LBM buying group,
continued to expand its footprint. Seven
new independent dealers, representing 10
locations, had joined in recent months,
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bringing Castle’s total membership to 280
retail, commercial, and specialty dealers.
By year’s end, that number would grow to
more than 290, following a recruitment
campaign to attract existing dealers and
new entrepreneurs.
ILDC
The departure of two key members of Independent Lumber Dealers Co-operative in
July represents an important re-alignment
within the industry. The desire of Sexton
Group and Delroc to focus their buying
on gypsum, insulation, and metal framing
products resulted in the creation of a new
group, Byco, along with a third member,
Calgary-based Allroc. The creation of Byco
also coincided with the departure of Sexton
and Delroc from ILDC.
Lowe’s and RONA
In August, Lowe’s tried to buy RONA, a
move that got the entire country’s attention and even had the Quebec government
defending RONA as a Canadian entity integral to the fabric of Quebec life. By September, Lowe’s formally withdrew its bid but
said it continued to believe in the synergies
such a takeover would create. In November,
with weak third-quarter results, the board
of directors decided it was time for a new
leader and Robert Dutton, CEO of RONA
since 1992, stepped down.

Innovation
Canadian Tire
Canadian Tire “money” has been a staple
of the retail giant for more than half a
century, but in February 2012, customers
were given a more high-tech alternative to
the paper money with the introduction of
a loyalty program that allows members to
collect points electronically. The evolution
away from paper money was a response
to customer research that indicated many
consumers wanted a more convenient, electronic option.
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TIM-BR MARTS Ltd.
In May, TIM-BR MARTS launched its largest marketing campaign ever. The goal was
to raise awareness among consumers of
TIM-BR MART stores as destinations for
home improvement products and renovations, backed by knowledgeable staff.
The brand positioning was supported by
national television and radio advertising,
print ads, in-store POP, and a consumer
website.
TruServ Canada
Dealers from across Central and Western
Canada who came to Winnipeg to TruServ’s
dealer market in April got updated on the
latest products and programs from the
hardware wholesaler. The most significant one was the latest on the wholesaler’s
new TRU banner, which had already been
developed for hardware stores and building
centres. This time, TRU was introduced for
farm and ranch. Strong categories for this
banner included pet supplies and workwear, as well as farm supplies and lawn
and garden.
BMR
The new BMR store that opened in May, in
the small town of Saint-André-Avellin, QC,
between Ottawa and Montreal north of the
Ottawa River, drew a lot of attention from
both vendors and retailers as a prototype for
sustainable design. The store decided to go
back to the basics of what home improvement
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stores sell when they decided to make natural wood the primary architectural feature.
It features natural and engineered wood
construction, skylights and geothermal climate control, a hot air exchange, and even a
living plant wall. The interior is dominated
by a wooden ceiling and beams, and the
materials throughout the store were chosen
for their energy efficiency, green status, and
non-toxic properties.
Home Depot
At its 2012 Investor and Analyst Conference in June, Home Depot gave an update
on its key strategic priorities and long-term
financial targets. They included a focus on
customer service, product authority, disciplined capital allocation, productivity and
efficiency, and interconnected retail.
RONA inc.
RONA made it on the Maclean’s-Sustainalytics 2012 list of the 50 most socially
responsible companies in Canada. The
retailer was recognized for its partnership
with the David Suzuki Foundation, and
for its Paper Products Use and Procurement Policy and the Sustainable Packaging Policy. Soon after, Normand Dumont,
vice president, sustainable development
for RONA inc., was honoured with a Corporate Responsibility Award presented by
Green Living. He won individual award in
the “Retail, Packaged Goods, Consumer
Brands” category.
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BY JON STOLLER

TOTAL
RE-TOOL:
How Home Depot is Growing its Pro Business
While contractors do not make up a large percentage of The Home Depot Canada’s
customers, they outspend DIYers by a good margin, making them a small but important
part of the giant retailer’s business. And Home Depot wants to make that even bigger.

T

he days when a big box store could throw open its doors
and expect a flood of customers are effectively over. Slow
growth, low consumer confidence, and ever-increasing
competition (think Target) mean that retailers today have to count
on more innovative ideas to drive growth.
Some retailers, such as Lowe’s, are making huge investments in
technology. RONA is closing or downsizing 23 big-box stores over
the next two years, and spending $181 million in a bid to move to
smaller, proximity-based store models.
Home Depot has taken a different tack. Under current CEO
Frank Blake, the company has moved away from a focus on growth
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and acquisitions, and set its sights on the professional contractor
market. And that strategy is working in Canada, as well.
While only three percent of Home Depot shoppers here are contractors, they visit stores an average of three to five times a week
and drive at least 15 percent of sales, a number Home Depot hopes
to grow in the coming years.
This means re-invigorating the image of friendly, enthusiastic
customer support that helped make Home Depot such a dominant
player in the 1990s.
Jamal Hamad, director, commercial and tool rental sales and
operations for Home Depot Canada, believes that establishing
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F LE
loyalty with this customer base is all about one-on-one interaction. “This emotional attachment with our contractors is
what we want to continue to build on for the next two to three
years,” he says. “We know that there’s a huge opportunity for
us to grow there.”
Today’s contractors, says Hamad, have a wide range of expertise,
and want knowledgeable employees who can provide advice on any
number of topics. “They’re not just contractors who buy lumber
and building materials,” he says. “Contractors who enter our stores
buy everything, and they want to be talked to that way. We are
teaching, training, guiding our associates on how to talk to them.”
Store managers are expected to know contractors by name, and
keep them on speed-dial. “It only takes 10, maybe 15 contractors
to give you that good base of business,” says Hamad.
Home Depot also throws a party for its contractors three to five
times a year, where they give away loyalty points, raffle off trips,
and provide in-store discounts. “This facilitates a day where we
build relationships,” says Hamad, “where we talk one-on-one with
our contractors.”

c on t r a c t or s

and DIYers, who are more tech-savvy than their predecessors, will
quickly warm to the speed and convenience this offers.
Like other home improvement retailers, Home Depot is expanding its online presence, but doesn’t see internet sales eclipsing the
in-store side of the business. In fact, the company says that 25
percent of customers visit the company’s website before buying
something, but only two percent of sales are actually made online.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE ORANGE BOX
According to Hamad, Home Depot Canada has been building
up an external sales team over the last three years to help the
retailer connect more effectively with contractors. These people can visit job sites, and facilitate deliveries, such as drywall,
directly to the customer.
This goes back to Hamad’s philosophy of building one-on-one
relationships with customers, wherever they are. “Every time they
talk to us they are telling us what they need,” he says. “We want to
make the most emotional connection we can.”

ONE-STOP SHOP
Frank Blake, CEO of Atlanta-based Home Depot, once said that,
most of the time, customer service comes down to having the product in stock and someone at the cash register. Price is important,
but speed and convenience are paramount.
Home Depot has improved a number of existing programs to
help bolster its image as a one-stop shop for contractors. Tool rentals, for one, have been expanded recently in some stores to include
light industrial equipment, everything from backhoes and pickup
trucks to trenchers and trailers. “The tool rental piece of the business is huge when it comes to the contractor,” says Hamad. “They
come in and they want to purchase product all in one place, so I’m
trying to facilitate that type of engagement with that pro.”
Hamad believes that young contractors and DIYers represent a
huge opportunity for growth in this field. The next generation of
professionals, he says, sees the maintenance fees, capital investments, and storage fees associated with owning tools and heavyduty machinery as unnecessary costs.

THE FASTER THE BETTER
Home Depot has put a major focus on helping contractors get
in and out of the store faster. The “First For Pros” initiative, for
example, features dedicated checkouts and parking spots, and alternative payment options for contractors.
The company is also rolling out a base of programs, expected to
be ready by the end of the year, that will allow contractors to call in
or e-mail orders for pick-up. Hamad believes that young contractors
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and the estimated time required to sell the
product, you should be saving 10 to 15 percent to buy vendor-direct. In many cases,
the only items that you should buy direct
from a vendor are the best-selling A and
B items to maintain adequate inventory
turns. The slower moving products that you
need to buy in split cases should be bought
through traditional distribution channels.

MORE HIDDEN COSTS

INVENTORY TURNS VS.
DIRECT SHIP OR WAREHOUSE
BY Bill Wilson, Retail Advisor, NRHA Canada

Bulking up on inventory may seem like a great way to keep your purchasing costs
down, but there are many hidden costs associated with holding excess inventory.
Those costs can add up to more than 10 percent of the value of the inventory.

I

n our last issue, we reviewed retail
productivity numbers for typical and
high-profit stores. One measurement
that has definitely declined over the years,
according to those numbers, is inventory
turnover. Many factors could account for
this: low interest rates on loans or more competition from big box and online retailers
are just a couple. But changes in the distribution channel have resulted in the dealers’
ability to buy more product on direct-ship
programs negotiated by the buying groups.
In those cases when competitive pricing
in the marketplace dictates and you must
buy direct to compete, you should buy
A and B products to top up your order.
Commodity products also must be bought
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direct and in truckload quantities to compete in the market place.
Yes, in most cases there are savings on direct
buys, but are you looking at all of the costs?
Costs that should be considered before
ordering direct:
•	Will you sell this inventory in three months,
which is equal to four inventory turns
annually? Or are you buying slow-moving
D-E-F items that will you take you nine to
12 months to sell? If so, that adds additional
percentage to the cost. Use your POS system and follow your min-max quantities
to help you manage the proper quantities.
•	What percentage are you saving landed into
your location vs. buying from the appropriate distributor? Depending on the product
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Additional costs of buying direct are: handling costs (how many times will you touch
the product before it’s sold), extra receiving
costs when buying from several manufacturers,
higher LTL transportation costs, and—in some
cases—pre-paid rates with a defined minimum
shipment. Other costs that can add up include
insurance, interest or carrying costs, damage
and obsolescence costs, and storage.
In most cases, longer lead times are
required on vendor-direct orders than
from traditional distribution. This requires
you to keep on hand sufficient inventory
to service your customer, which can add
additional costs or could lead to lost sales
in the event of an out-of-stock.
If you do make the decision to buy direct,
check the vendor’s minimum purchase. Try
to keep your order close to the minimum,
which gives an opportunity to buy more
often without affecting turns.

VENDOR-DIRECT COSTS CAN ADD UP
Certainly, buying vendor-direct will look
on the face of it like you are buying at substantially lower prices. But when you factor
in all of the costs, the savings in many cases
are not sufficient to cover your added costs.
Just look at what the big box retailers are
doing. Home Depot and Lowe’s have both
been busy setting up a network of “rapiddeployment distribution warehouses. These
flow-through facilities don’t warehouse
product at all, in an effort to keep inventories low and improve customer service.
Remember, buy-direct products can have
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Running Your Retail
Business in the Dark?

special handling requirements. For example, bagged goods
bought in pallet loads are best delivered by the vendors, who
have the equipment on their trucks required for handling.
While there is a definite need for vendor-direct programs,
use them carefully and recognize your true extra costs.

INVENTORY TURNOVER
This key ratio will measure how fast inventory is sold over
the year. It is calculated by dividing your cost of goods by
average monthly inventory at cost.

Hardware Store
Home Centre
Lumber Outlet

Typical *
1.7x
2.3x
3.3x

High Profit*
2.1x
2.6x
5.8x

Canada
3.1x                          
2.2 –3.9x
3.5 - 4.6x

The benefit of one extra inventory turn can be very significant when it comes to improving cash flow, lowering operating
loans, and being able to re-allocate assets to other investments.
Imagine a business with $5 million in retail sales and
inventory of $1 million. With an extra half an inventory
turn, your inventory would be reduced by $90,000. To
improve inventory turns, you must review inventory duplication. Remember, good, better, and best is all you need to
service the consumer. Run a report on items that you sell
two or less per year on. Do you really need them in inventory? In most stores this list will be 800 to 1,000 items on
an inventory that consists of 10,000 SKUs. Instead, couldn’t
you handle this slow-moving product on a special order
basis—or only stock one?
Invest in having adequate inventory on the 300 items
that should never be out of stock on and the balance of
the 25 percent of your SKUs that make up 70 percent of
your sales. This will help your sales and inventory turns.
Ask your staff for ideas on improving inventory turns.
This does not happen without everyone being involved.
Yes, there is a need for vendor-direct programs, but use
them carefully and recognize your true extra costs.

Microsoft’s RMS Hardware,
Building Material, Service and
Rental Point of Sale


Software Built and Supported by Microsoft



Installed Coast to Coast in Canada



E-Inventory Canada & US Suppliers / COOPs



Process with: Moneris, TD, Chase, and More



Re-use Existing Microsoft PCs and Servers

To Find Out More Visit
www.syssolutionsllc.com
888-816-8002

*Source: NRHA Cost of Doing Business Survey
Bill Wilson is Retail Advisor for the North
American Retail Hardware Association Canada.
He has a background of more than 40 years of
experience in hardware and home improvement
retailing and distribution and is committed to training for
independents.
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Don’t Take a Chance on
Expensive, Limited,
Proprietary POS
Why End Up in the Dark?
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CASTLE DEALER WINS FIRST-EVER
RETAIL INNOVATION AWARD

BY MICHAEL McLARNEY
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nnovate or retire. That was the choice
facing owner Vince Cavallo and his
cousin, store manager Max Careri,
just three years after they moved the family’s 40-year-old business to a new location
in Brampton, ON. With a RONA big box right
across the street, a Canadian Tire two kilometers to the west, and both Lowe’s and
Home Depot even closer in the other direction,
Lumberland North simply had to differentiate—or disappear.
Their efforts to transform their business
earned them the first-ever Marc Robichaud
Award for Retail Innovation. The award was
presented at the 17th annual Hardlines
Conference in Toronto. The award was
named in honour of Marc Robichaud, a
dealer from Meteghan Centre, NS, who was
considered a pioneer of innovative retailing.
He died last year at the age of 36.
Realizing that it could not compete
head-to-head with these big box giants,
Lumberland North chose instead to focus
on selling the complete project. The centre
of the store was turned over to kitchen and

customers a wide range to choose from,
reinforcing the store’s niche as a destination for these décor lines.
One side of the store, toward the back,
still maintains a traditional focus, but

Many of the staff have been there
for a decade or more.
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with a narrower breadth of lines. With a
RONA big box literally right across the
street, don’t expect to find power tools at
Lumberland North. But the store does carry
a core assortment of power tool accessories,
understanding full well that this is the kind
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bath—more than 100 vignettes offering
everything from high-end modern sinks to
sleek faucets and the tiles and countertops
to complete the job.
Vignettes featuring flooring and tile
displays line the walls of the store, giving

of convenience product that a pro could
need while looking for other materials for
their project.
And at the back of the store, lumber, especially moulding and rails, take up about 5,000
of the 45,000 square feet of the store. Out
back, a warehouse provides further storage.
Any time of day, the store is likely to be
busy with contractors walking the store,
talking with the staff, many who have been
there for a decade or more.
Lumberland North’s specialization is
backed by an intense commitment to customer service. In fact, owner Vince and his
cousin Max make the same-day deliveries
themselves.
It seems they’re not ready for retirement
just yet.

PHOTO: Callum Pinkney

“

Winning store: Vince Cavallo (2nd from the right), is presented with the Marc Robichaud Award for
Retail Innovation at the Annual Hardlines Conference. He is joined by: Beverly Allen, Hardlines;
Bruce Holman and Doug Keeling, Castle Building Centres; and Michael McLarney, Hardlines.

Engage & Experience
the Excitement at the

2013
January 23, 24 & 25, 2013
Saskatoon, SK

Wednesday, January 23
* Opening Night Meet & Greet
Thursday, January 24
* Show Day 1
* Gala Evening with Natalie MacMaster
Friday, January 25
* Show Day 2
* Closing Night Party with Burton Cummings
WRLA Inc.

1004-213 Notre Dame Ave.
Winnipeg, MB

800.661.0253

Go to www.wrla.org
for complete details
or email wrla@wrla.org
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A FORCE TO BE RECKONED
WITH—ON BOTH SIDES
OF THE BORDER

BY BOB VEREEN

Menards is a privately owned chain of big boxes in the American Midwest that
may prove to be the toughest competitor Canadian retailers have yet to face.
And it’s never opened a single store here.

M

enards has 250-plus big-box home
improvement stores throughout the
American Midwest. These days, it is
building outlets that are as much as 250,000
square feet in size—more than twice as big as
the typical Home Depot or Lowe’s. And with
estimated sales of at least $8 billion, Menards
is effectively and powerfully competing headto-head with both those retail giants.
How does Menards fill those huge stores?
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By getting into many new merchandise
categories such as food and select clothing
lines. That puts Menards up against supermarkets, discount houses, and even chain
drug stores that have added food items to
be a “convenience” for their customers.
A Menards insider says the food items,
limited in scope but very competitively
priced, are selling well. As everyday necessities, they are positioned near the rear of
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A limited assortment of food is stocked in the
rear to drive traffic through the store (above);
while non-warehouse floor, wide aisles, good
displays and outstanding housekeeping
typify the rest of the store (top).
the stores to drive traffic and expose regular lines of merchandise to shoppers. The
stores are also positioning household cleaning supplies and similar items just inside the
entrance to emphasize non-traditional lines.
The clothing carried is very much workrelated or else features odd-ball items that
would be impulse-oriented.
Menards stores differ physically in
other ways from Home Depot and Lowe’s.

www.hardlines.ca

The Original Polymeric Sand.
Developed & improved
by Techniseal®

The most trusted name in the hardscape industry.
Since developing the very first polymeric jointing sand for pavers in 1998,
Techniseal® has been continuously improving its first-generation technology with increasingly-performing formulations.

Unlike conventional sand, Techniseal® Polymeric Sand remains stable and stays in place.
An investment in pavers adds character and value to a home. However, the erosion of joint sand and the appearance of weeds
and ants can quickly create an eyesore in an otherwise beautiful space.
Techniseal® Polymeric Sand resists erosion caused by the sweeping, wind, rain, and even pressure washing. It also inhibits
weed growth and resists insect infestation, leaving pavers clean at all times.

Protect Your Investment
Since 1984, Techniseal® has remained the industry leader in
the development of new and increasingly efficient formulas.
Today, our line of Protectors almost entirely consists of
low-VOC, water-based products.
With contributions from numerous professionals in the field
and after several years of nationwide testing, Techniseal®
has developed a complete paver-care system to insure the
timeless beauty of gracious outdoor living spaces.

TS Ad_HIQ.indd 1
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(Clockwise from left): Everyday household items are on display by the store’s entrance;
aisles are clearly identified and the entire store is well-signed; Menards now carries a
limited line of work clothing.
While they have high ceilings, the stores
employ many conventional gondola fixtures
together with much higher shelved fixtures.
Lighting is brighter, while floors are not the
bare concrete found in a typical warehouse
retailer. Sight-lines through the store are
very good and signing is extensive.
In addition, housekeeping is excellent (a
far cry from early, messy Menards retail
outlets). Stores employ lots of gondola
ends with aggressive promotional signing
to spark impulse sales or to highlight seasonal products.

EXPANDING ITS REACH
From its base in Western Wisconsin,
Menards first concentrated in adjoining Midwestern states, but more recently
has been expanding its territory and now
is as far east as Ohio and as far west as
Wyoming. Stores in Northern Michigan,
close to the Canadian border, are attracting Northern Ontario customers, while
the one in Grand Forks, ND, is a favourite
destination for Winnipeg-area shoppers.
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One major feature of the chain’s operations is its extensive and aggressive advertising. Menards runs a multi-page circular
every week—including heavy distribution
into local cross-border markets. These are
supplemented by extensive local TV and
institutional billboards.
For example, for the 2012 Christmas
season, it issued a full-colour 32-page
Christmas catalogue containing more than
500 items ranging from toys to clothing and
including all the basic departments.
Even without its aggressive promotional
program, the chain’s pricing is very competitive on a daily basis. Price-checking of
competitors by employees seems to indicate
that on most items, it undercuts the prices
of its two giant competitors. Some hardware retailers who compete with all three
chains also testify that Menards is generally
the price leader.
One of its newest stores is in Lebanon,
IN, a small city about 30 km north of
Indianapolis. The town has one other home
improvement dealer, a Do it Best home
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centre on the south side of town. The new
Menards is on the north side. Its only other
local competition would include Walmart.
Other hardware and home improvement
stores are almost 10 km away, including a
Lowe’s in nearby Brownsburg.

BIG STORES, LOW PRICES
While the company has never opened dozens
of stores in a single year as Home Depot and
Lowe’s once did, it is still expanding, whereas
the other two have severely curtailed their
new-store openings. And, it is expanding the
size of many of its existing units.
Retailers who operate in markets where
one or two of the leading home improvement giants compete with Menards typically report that Menards is getting more
than its share of business—and stands as
their toughest competitor.

www.hardlines.ca

www.sylvania.com/LEDr

Sylvania lEDs. So innovative,
they last longer than any design trend.
Created to last up to 50,000 hours, your customers will have a very long time to appreciate how well SYLVANIA LEDs fit in
their environmentally-focused homes. The beauty of SYLVANIA LEDs is that they’re mercury-free, dimmable and provide
up to 20x the life of halogens, with as much as 80% savings in energy. And the light source is
remarkably pure and white, making it perfect for any room.
Visit www.sylvania.com/LEDr to see the latest innovative SYLVANIA LED retrofit products.

SEE THE WORLD IN A NEW LIGHT

Sylvania_Ad_Hardlines3.indd 1
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All in the Family

BY SIGRID FORBERG

Canada’s largest independent hardware retailer keeps traditions while keeping up with trends
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ario Giannetti worked part-time at Preston Hardware while
making his way through school. When he graduated, he
had plans to build a career in instrumentation, his field
of study. But then the founders and owners of Preston Hardware,
Angelo Locatelli and William Germain, made him an offer he
couldn’t refuse.
Locatelli and Germain, who had opened the shop in 1945 after
returning from the Second World War, wanted Giannetti to purchase and take over Preston Hardware.
“I went to my parents and said, ‘this is happening,’ ” says
Giannetti. “They said, ‘we can’t help you, but it’s up to you what
you want to do with your life.’ So I decided to take their proposal
and never looked back.”
In December 1973, Gianetti got his brother, Sam Giannetti, and
his brother-in-law Mario Frangione on board. Forty years later, the
store has grown in every way.
Located in the heart of Ottawa’s Little Italy, the brothers
have built Preston Hardware into Canada’s largest independent
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hardware retailer. They’ve managed to keep their ties to the
vibrant community while expanding and evolving to meet modern needs. And over the years, they grew the modest 1,700-squarefoot store into a combined 92,000-square-foot retail shop, warehouse, and office space.
Within the store, they’ve also expanded their product inventory
to carry everything—including the kitchen sink. A few years after
they took over, Giannetti realized that there was a need for kitchen
and bathroom products available in Ottawa. In what he viewed as
a golden business opportunity, he slowly built up Preston’s stock
for what he viewed as the most used rooms in the house.

www.hardlines.ca
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Located in the heart of Ottawa’s Little Italy,
the brothers have built Preston Hardware into
Canada’s largest independent hardware retailer.

“That’s been the best move we ever made,” says Giannetti. “In the
late ’80s, people started doing more renovations to their kitchens
and traveling and seeing products abroad—and we listened—and
it’s been doing very well since.”
It was in the late 1980s that he noticed people really undertaking
serious home renos and investing in their kitchens. What started
out as a small space for a few items in the store has now grown
into its own boutique complete with a show room. As an independent retailer, he says this diversification of Preston’s products and
adapting to customers’ needs has helped them compete with the
big boxes and chains.
But the differences go beyond what’s on the shelves. The majority of Preston’s staff are full-time, meaning they’re in the store five
out of the six days a week that the store is open—ready to build
and maintain relationships and trust with customers. The owners themselves work on the premises and feel that the “owner-inthe-store” policy helps customers feel comfortable spending their
money there.
“We hope that the consumer appreciates a local business and, not
only that, one with the owners in the store, which gives it a little
bit more strength. If you have a problem, you can talk directly to
one of us in person,” says Giannetti.
While Preston Hardware remains linked to the community and
its regular customers in a very traditional way, the store manages to
keep up with the newest developments. For Giannetti, that means
keeping up with latest products as they come onto the market. As
an independent store, he and his team have to do a lot of research
and product testing themselves.
They also have to keep finding new ways to get customers to
choose Preston Hardware over other options in the city.
“You can only bring so many people into your store on a daily
basis; the rest you have to go out and get to promote yourself or

www.hardlines.ca
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develop the programs to sell to others that aren’t aware of you,”
says Giannetti.
More than just the industry, society is changing too. Giannetti
observes the world is getting smaller and to keep up with the
changes, Preston Hardware now has an e-store that allows customers to make their purchases or do their research over the internet.
While he acknowledges that their online sales are secondary
to those they make in-store, he says it’s important that Preston
maintains a presence there from the consumer’s point of view.
And he adds that in years to come, and as technology continues to
evolve, the demand for online access to their wares will continue
to grow. As long as consumer needs change, Giannetti says Preston
Hardware will adapt to best serve those needs.
“The world changes so fast and sometimes a lot of us don’t want to
change,” says Giannetti. “I think that’s one of the keys that I’ve learned
throughout this—you’ve got to keep up. A lot of us get comfortable
and when that happens, I think you start lagging behind.”

Our reputatiOn
is building...
...yOur brand.

Our represented Manufacturer’s brand position is
built on King Marketing’s ability to deliver outstanding
sales and merchandising programs to Canada’s
leading home improvement retailers and distributors.

Yo u r B r a n d C h a m p i o n

www.kingmkt.com
TF 866 462 5810
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Visit us
at the 2013
Prairie Showcase
in booth #457

What You Get for Your Membership
As a member of the North American Retail Hardware Association you have unlimited access to a number of valuable
training and information resources provided through the members-only portion of NRHA.org. These include:
nRHa’S BaSiC TRaining
SeRieS
NRHA’s new Basic Training
Course in Hardware Retailing
and Basic Training Course in
Building Materials Retailing
are comprehensive product
knowledge training programs that include coursework,
testing, instant grading feedback and a complete progress
report for each student enrolled from your business. You get
a fully administered training program up and running with

very little effort. And, best of all, you can train an unlimited
number of students at no additional cost. These courses are
designed to help both new and existing retail sales associates
gain the confidence they need to be successful on the sales
floor or out in the lumberyard.

THRee PennieS OF PROFiT
This instructional video course “Three Pennies
of Profit” educates your employees on the real
impacts of shrinkage, breakage and inventory
mistakes on your bottom line. As an added benefit
for NRHA members, you can test your employees on what
they learned in the video to be sure they retain this valuable
information. This is a great tool for staff meetings.

HOW-TO SeRieS Online
This series of 71 online printable project brochures shows
how to do various popular home improvement projects.
Many titles contain animated modules to help both customers
and employees better understand these projects. Each title
also contains a complete checklist of tools and materials to
make sure customers don’t leave your store without need
to complete the project.

lOSS PRevenTiOn
The series covers topics on Internal Theft Prevention, External
Theft Prevention and Store Safety & Security.

PlaniTDIY (neW) - YOUR HOmeTOWn
HaRDWaRe ReSOURCe
PlanitDIY.com is yours: add it to your website today.
Give your customers the most complete home repair
and maintenance how-to information available
anywhere. This is a program of 80 how-to videos.
Designed for your customer with a link on your
store website. This can be added with a special link so that your
customers will not see other stores.Check out PlanitDIY.com.

PROjeCT Selling
We will also be launching a new program for project selling,
which will feature videos from planitdiy and be set up as
training with testing at the completion of the course.

NRHA’s Basic Training Courses Include:
• 11 Core Hardlines and 9
• Upselling & Add-On Selling
Building Materials Chapters
Techniques
• Product Photos &
• Selling Skills
Descriptions
• Merchandising Techniques
• Frequently Asked Questions

CODB STUDY
Cost of Doing Business Study Benchmark
your own financial performance against
this annual study that provides industry
income statements, balance sheets and
various performance ratios for both
average and high-performance stores.
With the online calculator, you can plug in your numbers and
compare your own performance by line item against industry
benchmarks for hardware stores, home centers and lumberyards.

HUman ReSOURCeS HiRing TOOl: FORTé
Forté is an interpersonal communications system that
identifies a person’s natural communication style, preferences
and strengths, how they have been adapting to a specific
individual or environment and how they are most likely
coming across to others. Designed to enhance interpersonal
relationships, Forté identifies and maximizes the positive
strengths of individuals and teams and minimizes their
chances for misunderstandings and conflicts. Forté helps you
identify the individual’s communication style and shows you
how to work with each person most effectively.

loss Prevention / Three Pennies of Profit /
How-to Series Online / Project Selling Webinars /
Project Pro / Cost of Doing Business Study /
Human Resources Hiring Tool: Forté

all available at an affordable price.
Contact nRHa Canada
416.489.3396 / www.nrha.org
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Retailing in the Digital Age

BY JON STOLLER

What do today’s customers want and why? We asked consumer trends expert Josette Buisson to tell us.

T

he interconnection of technology is
drastically altering the way retailers
attract and interact with consumers. Marketing expert Josette Buisson spoke
at the Hardlines Conference recently about
emerging trends, content delivery, and the
changing nature of advertising.
Josette Buisson knows what makes consumers tick. As creative director of Alias
Color, she consults for the fashion, automotive, and retail industries, helping clients
anticipate what people want—and how they
want it delivered—before even they know.
“Why do people gravitate toward something that was, a few years ago, not relevant?” she asks. “It all comes from an idea
of liberation, of being original, of being
different.”
Eventually, the number of people consuming a particular product, or living a certain lifestyle, reaches a “critical mass,” and a
trend emerges. Buisson says that technology
has accelerated this process, because it is so
easy for people to reach out and connect
with others. “Things are changing so fast,”
she says. “We are getting into a world where
digital is taking over.”

“

Josette Buisson, creative director of Alias
Color, speaking at the Hardlines Conference
about the changing nature of advertising.
platforms like Facebook and Twitter, and
the blogosphere.
This represents a huge opportunity for
retailers, who need to find ways to join these
conversations. A home improvement dealer,
for example, could offer a discount to a customer who recommends them to friends
on Google Plus, or a store manager could
solicit feedback from consumers through
his or her blog.

Why do people gravitate toward something
that was, a few years ago, not relevant?
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“You have to change the way you approach
the customer, you have to change the way
you fit in with their life,” says Buisson.
Retailers are finding that Millenials are
not swayed by traditional advertising and
new methods of persuasion have to be
found. The key is capturing the attention of
consumers through a mix of entertainment,
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Millenials—generally defined as 18
to 30-year-olds—are the driving force
behind these changes, because most of
them have been immersed in technology their entire lives and instinctively
grasp the interconnectedness it provides.
Today’s teenagers, for example, are in constant conversation through social media

content, and storytelling. “You can’t say,
‘I’m cool, come and buy my product,’” she
says. “You have to wrap it in something that
has relevance to them.”
As an example, she points to a recent ad
campaign by online travel agency Expedia. It
told the story of a father coming to terms with
his daughter’s same-sex marriage while travelling to her wedding. Expedia, in this case,
is a connector for the father to experience an
emotional moment in his family’s life. “This
is about taking brands, taking them off the
shelves, and re-presenting them in the context
of the consumer, where they want it to be.”
The availability of branded products need
to be seamlessly integrated into consumers’
lives, as Millenials want them as quickly
and easily as possible. Online shopping and
rapid delivery are therefore critical. “The
idea behind this is that you are getting in
the path of your consumer, not the opposite. The concept of not interrupting is such
a revolution.”

ORGILL CUSTOMER INSIGHTS

ATTENTION

TO DETAIL
“I am definitely a believer in Orgill. Since we
have converted to Orgill, I can’t say enough
good things about them. They see opportunities
for our business that we might not have even
seen ahead of time.”
Brent Perry
Alf Curtis Home Improvements
Peterborough, Ontario

Alf Curtis Home Improvements
Alf Curtis Home Improvements is a third-generation family business
that operates two lumber and building materials facilities with
locations in Peterborough and Lindsay, Ontario.
The company primarily services contractors and
tradesmen but has begun to expand its operation
to meet the needs of more walk-in D-I-Y traffic.
Alf Curtis’ Peterborough facility sits on
approximately 18 acres and includes
a 1,400-square-foot showroom, a
42,000-square-foot of warehouse space
and a 17-acre yard.

Now, Orgill Gives All
Dealers A Choice.

Orgill Helps You
Find Opportunities
for Growth

Expanding Your Market
“We are a pro yard, but we are slowly trying to build our retail trade.
Since we started our relationship with Orgill, there is no doubt that we
have been able to improve our walk-in traffic.”

Helping Your Operations
“Throughout our entire remerchandising process, Orgill was heavily
involved. They had a whole team of people that made the process go
so smoothly.”

Living Up to Commitments
“One of the biggest differences between Orgill and our old supplier is
the fill rates. With Orgill, fill rates are just fantastic.”

Presenting Options
“Since we started working with Orgill we have returned to and
expanded a number of categories because we can be
competitive, even with 11 competitors in our market, which
has a population base of only about 80,000 people.”

“If I could say one thing to
other dealers about doing
business with Orgill it
would be—do it yesterday!”

The Lindsay facility, which was opened
in 2005 is a 4-½ acre site with
25,000 square feet of warehouse space,
a 1,400-square-foot store and a 3-½+ acre
storage yard.

—Brent Perry

For more information about how Orgill can
help you grow your business, please contact:
1-800-347-2860

EXT. 6780 •

WWW.ORGILL.COM

Orgill, Inc. P.O. Box 140, Memphis TN 38101-0140
Worldwide
orldwide Distribution & Retail Services
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“I keep it simple. My business is selling lumber and
building materials. In the year since I switched to Castle,
my business has grown 20%. To succeed, I need the
best price, the best rebate program, and the freedom to
run my business, my way. With Castle, I have it all. And,
I keep 100% of my profits.”
To hear more from Nathalie,
scan the QR code or go to
castle.ca/freedom

Nathalie Basque

Saumarez Quincaillerie

Tracadie-Sheila, NB

& hardware

Your trusted building supply partner®
Get the facts. Contact the Business Development Manager in your area:
Western Canada
Britsh Columbia
Ontario
Quebec & NB
Atlantic Canada

Alan Schoemperlen
Les Gillespie
Bruce Holman
Robert Legault
Sandy Welsh

(204) 771-1509
(250) 469-4744
(647) 228-1414
(514) 208-4158
(902) 471-7113

aschoemperlen@castle.ca
lgillespie@castle.ca
bholman@castle.ca
rlegault@castle.ca
swelsh@castle.ca

castle.ca/freedom

